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Abstract.Carbon is very unique in among the elements and its ability to form strong chemical bonds with a variety 
number such as two carbons (graphene) and four carbons (diamond). This combination of strong bonds with tight mass 
and high melting point makes them technologically and scientifically important in nanoscience development. Tight-
binding model (TB) is one of the semi-empirical approximations used in quantum mechanical world which is restricted to 
the Linear Combinations of Localized Atomic Orbitals (LCAO). There are many ways to approach tight-binding 
calculation in the previous study. In this paper, we have reproduced a schemeby adding an analytical polynomial scaling 
function to the TB model. The model is then applied into carbon molecules and obtained the energy bands of the system. 
The elements of the overlap Hamiltonian matrix in the model will be depending on the parameter of the polynomials. Our 
purpose is to find out a set of parameters in the polynomial which were commonly fit to an independently calculated band 
structure. We used minimization approach to calculate the polynomial coefficients which involves differentiation of 
eigenvalues in the eigensystem. The algorithm of fitting the parameters is run in FORTRAN.  

Keywords: TB method, semi-empirical approximation, minimization of eigenvalues, parameters fitting, eigenvalues, 
band structure, carbon. 

INTRODUCTION 
The tight-binding or TB model is an approach to calculation of electronic band structure and single-particle 

Bloch states of material [1]. It is similar to the method of Linear Combination of Atomic Orbitals (LCAO) used to 
construct molecular orbitals. It is a semi-empirical method in quantum world and involving large amount of 
parameters in Hamiltonian matrix. An interatomic potential for carbon is then developed which is based on this 
empirical TB approach and it reproduces accurately the energy versus volume for the carbon structures [2]. Due to 
one-electron assumption, the many-body Hamiltonian can be reduced to one electron system such that one electron 
can move in the average field due to the other’s valence electron and ions. Hence, the electrons in the ions cores will 
be neglected and only the valence electrons are considered into the calculation.Carbon is present in nature in many 
allotropic form likes graphite, graphene, diamond, and nanotubes.  

The orthogonal TB model: Xu’s et al model has successfully been used to calculate properties of various carbon 
structures [2]. In Xu’s model, the scaling function (Eq. 1) for the Slater-Koster Hamiltonian matrix elements has the 
form: 
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wherer0 denotes the nearest-neighbor atomic separation, and  n, ncand rcare the parameters. 



In our model, the this scaling function will be change to a polynomial function with degree 1n and 
coefficients ia as shown in Eq. 2, 
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This model is then apply to few carbon molecules to obtain the coefficients of ia in Eq. 2. Since carbon has 
electronic configuration 1s22s22p2atomic orbitals. So, due to the assumption of TB model, only outer shell (2s22p2) 
of carbon is considered. The 4 valence electronswill forms, px, pyand pzorbitals for each carbon. Carbon is chosen on 
this research because of its versatility bonding. The nature of its electronic configuration makes it became popular in 
the research such as graphene, hydrocarbon, diamond and etc.  

METHOD 
Consider a collection of N atoms in a system. In the tight-binding model, single-electron wave functions are 

expanded in term of atomic orbital  which similar to the Linear Combination of Atomic Orbitals (LCAO) scheme 
[1,4].  

 
       ,,, lmnl YrRr   (3) 

where  rRnl  and   ,lmY are radial and spherical harmonic functions in polar coordinates. n , l , m are the 
principle, angular-momentum and magnetic quantum numbers respectively. Hence, for N atoms, the wave function 
is constructed from the atomic orbitals of all the atoms in the primitive cell. 
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Inthe periodic condition, we apply the Bloch sums into the wave function [4]. We have 
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In the tight-binding scheme, the energy ,kE  of the wave function can be evaluated by substituting the wave 
function  ,k into the time independent Schrodinger equation [1] as shown in Eq. 6: 

 
    rErH kkk
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k is the k-points,  is band indices of the system, and H is the Hamiltonian operator of the system. Solving the 
eigenvalues problem, we will obtain the energy ,kE  of the system. 

Fitting of parameters 
To obtain the parameters, the tight-binding hopping parameters or overlap parameters are fitted to an 

independent calculated band structure. Here we adopt Xu’s [2] model to obtain the independent energy bands, K . 
We areonly focused on the polynomial functions from power three to five from Eq. 2, such that  
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We adopt the on-site and off-diagonal matrix elements for carbon from Xu’s paper in the calculation. The TB 
parameters are: eVEx 99.2 , eVE p 71.3 , eVVss 0.5 , eVVsp 7.4 , eVVpp 5.5 and 

eVVpp 55.1 . 
To proceed the minimization scheme, we denote the parameters of the polynomials by a vector a  and the set of 

eigenvalues to be fit by K (calculated from Xu’s model), where K will be included both k (k-points) and  (band 
indices). In this paper, we only focus on 0k  and four atomic orbitals per atom are considered for carbon i.e. s ,

xp , yp and zp orbitals.  
The equation of minimization from Pickett’s paper [4] is given by, 
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Kg is a weight to be chosen as desired to smooth the fitting and  aEK
 are the eigenvalues resulting from the TB 

secular equation which depend on the polynomial of Eq. 2. Differential the residual R with respect to a , we have 
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Let say 0aa   , then 
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Since 0aah   , then we have 
 
      00 aEhaEaE KaKK

   (13) 
Substituting Eq.(12) and Eq.(13) into Eq.(11) will lead to  

 
        0000  aEaEhaEg KaKKaK

K
K

   (14) 
Rearrange the equation, we have 
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Eq. 15 can be written in a matrix form: 
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Where, 
     00 aEaEgb KaKK
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Then, Eq.16 is transposed to  
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Solving Eq.17, we will get a new update of a , 
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From the Hellman-Feynman theorem, the derivative of eigenvalues  aEKa
 is 

 
     aKaaKKa aHaE 
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Since the Hamiltonian matrix elements depend on the components of a  , the differential of eigenvalues  aEKa
  

can be solved by differentiate the Hamiltonian matrix with respect to a . Repeating the steps fromEq. 17 and Eq. 18, 
an iterative procedure for the parameters fitting scheme has produced.  

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Since we are only focused on carbon atom, there are three different molecules of carbon (2C, 3C and 4C) were 

calculated. Each carbon atom in the molecules has its own coordinate accordingly. Since, only four atomic orbitals (
s  , xp , yp  and zp ) from a single carbon atom to be considered for the calculation, hence basically two carbons 
molecule will produce eight energy bands of the system and so on. The energy bands from different carbon 
moleculesby using different polynomial functions ( 3S , 4S  and 5S ) will be presented in table form which is from 
lower to higher order. Lastly thediagram of energy bands and performance of error for every polynomial functions 
are also plotted.  

2 Carbons 
For two carbon molecules, the coordinatesof the carbons are as shown in Table 1 and the value of parameters, ia

from thethree different polynomialsare shown in Table 2. 
 

TABLE 1. The coordinates for 2 carbons, in Angstrom. 
Atom x (Å) y (Å) z (Å) 

C1 0 0 0 
C2 1.34 1.34 1.34 

 
TABLE 2.Parameters ia for2 carbons after fitting.  

Polynomial a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 
S3 0.954232 3.030333 -1.477840 - - 
S4 -6.782582 6.242188 0.484375 -0.821289 - 
S5 -6.425617 7.250000 0.250000 -0.843750 -0.039063 

 
TABLE 3. The TB energies (eV) withrespect to 3 different polynomials and the exact values for 2 carbons. 

S3 S4 S5 Exact 
-3.12560293594847 -3.22852766280915 -3.33160476069606 -3.12562205086068 



-2.85907918271636 -2.76558662398091 -2.67661387275128 -2.85906136497389 
3.56576276617336 3.46249065893920 3.36400851976146 3.56574310585760 
3.66869026065224 3.63825168038110 3.60849769776680 3.66868453669002 
3.66869026065225 3.63825168038110 3.60849769776680 3.66868453669002 
3.75130973934776 3.78174831961890 3.81150230223320 3.75131546330998 
3.75130973934776 3.78174831961890 3.81150230223320 3.75131546330998 
3.85891935249149 3.97162362785087 4.08421011368589 3.85894030997698 

 
Table 3 shows that the tight-binding energies of three different polynomials are slightly increased from 3S  to 

5S  if compare with the exact values. 
 

FIGURE 1.1(a) Tight-binding energy (eV). 1(b)Performance error of each polynomial for 2 carbons. 
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 Since fig. 1(a) finds its difficulty to compare the efficiency of the three polynomial functions, hence fig. 1(b) is 
plotted. Figure 1(b) shows the variation of energy bands of polynomial 3S , 4S , and 5S from the exact values. The 
energy bands are close to the exact values (max error ≤|0.0000209|). From fig. 1(b), polynomial 3S has the smallest 
errors if compared to two other. Therefore, we can say that polynomial 3S is more accurate and suitable to use for 
calculate the energy bands of molecule that involving twocarbons in tight-binding model. 

3 Carbons 
Table 4 and 5 show all the coordinates and the results of parameters, ia on three carbons.Meanwhile Table 6 

shows all the energies obtained from the calculated results. All energy bandsgenerated from the polynomials are 
very close to the exact values (max error ≤ |0.00000000036|) respectively. 

 
TABLE 4. The coordinates for 3 carbons, in Angstrom. 

Atom x (Å) y (Å) z (Å) 
C1 1.34 1.34 0.00 
C2 0.268 0.00 1.34 
C3 0.268 1.34 0.268 

 
TABLE 5.Parameters ia for 3 carbons after fitting.  
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Polynomial a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 
S3 10.95183156 -11.26677514 2.88833048 - - 
S4 -4.16533533 4.24350776 -1.44527296 0.19698972 - 
S5 30.39582633 1.36393850 -14.24219507 -0.92031795 1.89628782 

 
TABLE 6. TB energies (eV) withrespect to 3 different polynomials and the exact values for 3 carbons. 
S3 S4 S5 Exact 

-5.21539286732595 -5.21539286723928 -5.21539286725463 -5.21539286723852 
-2.99468367431976 -2.99468367423649 -2.99468367425348 -2.99468367423570 
-1.57584317136201 -1.57584317144449 -1.57584317142861 -1.57584317144524 
2.13863666110740 2.13863666112182 2.13863666111995 2.13863666112192 
3.13278292133433 3.13278292164175 3.13278292157949 3.13278292164465 
3.14878736756955 3.14878736759764 3.14878736759241 3.14878736759789 
3.71000000000000 3.71000000000000 3.71000000000000 3.71000000000000 
3.71000000000000 
3.71238417814552 
4.27121263243045 
4.28972570698192 
6.09239024543858 

3.71000000000000 
3.71238417810543 
4.27121263240236 
4.28972570662715 
6.09239024542411 

3.71000000000000 
3.71238417811361 
4.27121263240759 
4.28972570669907 
6.09239024542460 

3.71000000000000 
3.71238417810505 
4.27121263240210 
4.28972570662379 
6.09239024542403 

 
FIGURE 2. 2(a) Tight-binding energy,in eV. 2(b) Performance error of each polynomial for 3 carbons. 
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From fig. 2(b), the performance of efficiency of the polynomials is followed by 453 SSS  . Obviously 

polynomial 4S  will be more suitable for the threecarbons calculation. 
 

4 Carbons 
For 4 carbons parameters fitting, the coordinates of carbons are shown in Table 7. The results of the all 

parameters are shown in Table 8. 
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TABLE 7. The coordinates for 4 carbons, in Angstrom. 
Atom x (Å) y (Å) z (Å) 

C1 1.34 1.34 0 
C2 2.68 0.00 1.34 
C3 2.68 1.34 2.68 
C4 2.68 2.68 0.134 

 
TABLE 8.Parameters ia  for 4 carbons after fitting. 

Polynomial a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 
S3 -30.36425364 30.09292417 -7.32405243 - - 
S4 -5.42982052 2.65972617 1.73093251 -0.80310429 - 
S5 7.64533968 -5.57379183 1.48369882 -0.68961169 0.20495367 

 
TABLE 9. TB energies (eV) with respect to 3 different polynomials and the exact values for 4 carbons. 
S3 S4 S5 Exact 

-6.10196943080599 -6.10196943080554 -6.10196943080646 -6.10196943080057 
-3.43138514627594 -3.43138514627584 -3.43138514627607 -3.43138514627457 
-2.99933080497604 -2.99933080497598 -2.99933080497586 -2.99933080497607 
-1.07192725153184 -1.07192725153205 -1.07192725153176 -1.07192725153383 
1.91660674308425 1.91660674308443 1.91660674308405 1.91660674308648 
2.16891326799191 2.16891326799205 2.16891326799173 2.16891326799363 
2.91381257422667 2.91381257422679 2.91381257422662 2.91381257422786 
3.59919068090068 
3.60362808596257 
3.71000000000000 
3.71000718862191 
3.82434013677598 
3.88387319657026 
4.50787500946483 
5.94124758551504 
6.38511816447571 

3.59919068090106 
3.60362808596301 
3.71000000000000 
3.71000718862191 
3.82434013677556 
3.88387319656977 
4.50787500946470 
5.94124758551477 
6.38511816447533 

3.59919068090177 
3.60362808596385 
3.71000000000000 
3.71000718862191 
3.82434013677481 
3.88387319656890 
4.50787500946484 
5.94124758551544 
6.38511816447623 

3.59919068090054 
3.60362808596233 
3.71000000000000 
3.71000718862191 
3.82434013677612 
3.88387319657032 
4.50787500946364 
5.94124758551142 
6.38511816447077 

 
FIGURE 3.3(a) Tight-binding energy (eV) and3(b) Performance error of each polynomial for 4 carbons. 
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 Table 9 shows that all energy bands from all three polynomial functions are significantly close to the exact 
values (max error ≤ |0.000000000006|). From the diagram shows in fig. 3(a), we observed that all three polynomials 
almost lie on the same shape and the relative errors are very small as shown in fig. 3(b). We chose the best 
performance polynomial goes to 4S  because it has 9 points of error smaller if compared to both polynomial 3S and 

5S . 

CONCLUSION 
According to the results of this paper, polynomial 3S  is more suitable to be used as scaling functionfor two 

carbons. Meanwhile polynomial 4S  is more suitable for three and four carbons calculation. The results of this 
finding can be used to carry out on the other research such as to simulate the electronic bands structure of different 
k-points of materials, i.e.of graphene(2 carbon in unit cell) and diamond (4 carbons in unit cell) and etc. This 
research could be considered a success. It is because the all the parameters of the polynomials have been converged 
accordingly to a nice and significant figure which is very close to the exact values. The value of the parameters will 
converge faster if the starting point is close to a good minimum point.Of course not all the minimization problem 
can be solved easily if there are non-convex problems. Sometimes may be there exist several local minimum of the 
system. However, there are still plenty of ways to improve this model such as by adding piecewise polynomial 
functions to the system. 
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